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About This Game

Pick-a-Hero is a card drafting game for two players. Each turn you pick cards from a random pool and play them on the board.
There is no unlocking, collecting or deck-building, all cards are playable from the start.

Online multiplayer, local hotseat play and single player practice mode.

Supports mouse, keyboard, Xbox360/One gamepad, PS4 gamepad and Steam Gamepad. No touch support.

Contains 191 cards.

Random events: 8 different gameplay modifiers.

Pick-a-Hero is perfect for those who don't have time to grind and just want to play on an even playfield.

Technical Facts
Big picture mode: Yes
Rebindable keys: No.
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Multiplayer limit: 2
Supported resolutions: All

Multiple monitors: Yes
Framerate: Locked to 60

Offline gameplay: yes
Engine: XNA/C#

Development team size: 1

Gameplay video by PolemicGoblin - YouTube channel
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Title: Pick a Hero
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
vikingfabian.com
Publisher:
vikingfabian.com
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
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I honestly have no idea what happened but it was fun. Hi, i love games that have more than one avenue to win, meaning games
that can be won by only one way or method just dont do it for me. I am mid way through the game and i just cannot get to the
next level...................
What can i say, wasted money????? A game you cannot go further............

I have to give it a thumbs down.. I am very impressed with Congo, congratulations to the team who worked on this...I would
highly recommend it.

I will certainly re-visit this game and look forward to playing it often.

Give it a go...

Gail. If you guys have problems with downloading it. Although i am not sure if you right click on the game while in steam, and
select downloadable content it should pop up a menu which will have all the DLC's you purchased. I had noticed that this one
didn't have a check mark next to it so all i did was click on it so it would gave it time\/ started it up, and i had it next time.. Just a
pretty Waveshooter with a simple upgrade system, only difference to other wave shooters is that it does not involve roomscale,
so you can only block with a shield.. Iffy?!! (O_O ). For Slav Men....
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This game ( this entire series really) is a more obscure stealth series that is not for everyone. For starters, there is barely a story
here. The atmosphere is almost non existent at times, and the voice acting is a bit iffy at best. Basically, if you are looking to
play this game for ANYTHING besides it's actual mechanics, don't. The actual game itself, on the other hand, is magnificent.
Taking a cue from Hitman, you get to use disguises as a tool for completing your missions. That is unless you are playing on the
hardest difficulty, sabatouer. Which excludes the feature all entirely. The missions are varied and vastly open. There is always
another way to do this or to get there.

  The guards and civillian A.I do a good enough job to keep you on your toes. They see FAR at times, where your only option to
escape their line of sight is to slowly crawl past them. And there are TONS of them. Unlike Chaos Theory for example, where
there are fewer guards but each one is a challenge. This game, it's the reverse. One thing I will note is that I personally think they
are way too finnicky with line of sight in terms of detection. As soon as you enter their "danger zone" they immiedielty know
there is an intruder. Even if it's in the corner of their vision. No investigating, they just know instantly. My final gripe is the first
two missions.

  The first level wouldn't do any help to newcomers. I happened to play the first game, so I got the mechanics down. There is no
tutorial really, which is strange because the first one had one. Unless I'm missing something because I went straight to hard
mode. The main problem, however, is that the first two levels were not built for sabatouer to some extent. For example, the first
level has a building where you can get some intel to help you identify your targets. The only legit way in is through the front
where it's impossible to sneak into. The only solution is to BREAK a window and hop in there. The second one, oh boy, there is
a part where you must get into the submarine for some intel too. However, this is MANDATORY, and the place is infested with
guards. So unless you go these two very complicated routes, 
https://youtu.be/Nfclv6hY1UU?list=PLpMZ4IkRJgZU2pFrNt3_vYbnCa2tlrPiA&t=1681 https://youtu.be/7WLMPSvifyg you
are not going to be able to succeed. The levels after that are completely fine and are really good. An assassination mission inside
a mansion. A ghostable sabatouge inside a Nazi castle. There are only like 8 levels, but they are all so great (besides the first 2)
and are highly replayable. If you are into stealth mechanics itself, this game is a must have.. Awful sound ! don't waste your
money on this crap!. I got this game for my mac. It says it's compatible with mac computers, but it's actually not. Upon opening
a new world, I'm always unable to place blocks and will crash within a few seconds. I can't even exit out the game without
shutting down my whole computer.

If you have a mac, stay away.. I got into american football a couple of years ago, and bought this game. I didn't play it much at
the time, as I didn't know to much about the tactical aspects of the game. But after playing a few years of Madden, and finding
the lack of depth a bit annoying, I remembered this game. I've played it a lot over the past months, and I really enjoy it!. nice
and short. There is some problem with this game. Not worth wasting a single buck. Don't be stupid like me!. Good Bullet
Hell/Shoot 'Em Up game with anime girls.. I was looking forward to playing this one I played it when it first came out but it just
will not run I had the same issue with Commandos 2 and I have tried running Commandos 3 in Legacy mode but to no such luck
so I will not be recommending this.. I had to play this crap game for 5 minutes just to leave this crap review.. Great puzzle-game
with a very nice artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch my video of the first levels or try the demo. I
recommend the game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/y9HGjd644Q0
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